Charge It

Gray or Roan Colt; Apr 03, 2019

Tapit, 01 gr/ro
Tap Your Heels, 96 gr/ro
Indian Charlie, 95 b
Take Charge Lady, 99 b

A.P. Indy, 89 dk b/
Preach, 89 b
Unbridled, 87 b
Ruby Slippers, 82 ro
In Excess (IRE), 87 dk b/
Soviet Sojourn, 89 b
Dehere, 91 b
Felicia, 94 gr/ro

By TAPIT (2001). Stakes winner of $557,300, Wood Memorial S. [G1] (AQU, $450,000), etc. Leading sire 3 times, sire of 15 crops of racing age, 1616 foals, 1293 starters, 152 stakes winners, 8 champions, 970 winners of 2898 races and earning $180,946,399 USA, including Essential Quality (Champion twice, to 3, 2021, $4,755,144, Belmont S. [G1] (BEL, $800,000), etc.), Untapable (Champion in U.S., $3,926,625, Breeders’ Cup Distaff [G1] (SA, $1,100,000), etc.), Stardom Bound (Champion in U.S., $1,861,610, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1] (OSA, $1,080,000), etc.), Hansen (Champion in U.S., $1,810,805, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile [G1] (CD, $1,080,000), etc.), Unique Bella (Champion twice, $1,272,400, Beholder Mile S. [G1] (SA, $240,000), etc.).

1st dam
I'll Take Charge, by Indian Charlie. Winner at 3, $82,400. Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner--Charge It (c. by Tapit). See below.

2nd dam


Charming (f. by Seeking the Gold). Winner at 3, $43,155. Dam of--

TAKE CHARGE BRANDI (f. by Giant's Causeway). 5 wins at 2 and 3, $1,692,126, Champion 2-year-old filly in U.S., Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1] (SA, $1,100,000), Starlet S. [G1] (LRC, $210,000), Delta Downs Princess S. [G3] (DED, $240,000), Martha Washington S. [L] (OP, $60,000), 2nd Schuylerville S. [G3] (SAR, $30,000). Dam of--

COURVOISIER (c. by Tapit). Winner at 2 and 3, 2022, $148,700, Jerome S. [L] (AQU, $82,500).

OMAHA BEACH (c. by War Front). 5 wins in 10 starts at 3, $1,651,800, Arkansas Derby [G1] (OP, $600,000), Santa Anita Sprint Championship S. [G1] (SA, $180,000), Malibu S. [G1] (SA, $180,000), Rebel S. [G2] (OP, $450,000), 2nd Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile [G1] (SA, $170,000).

Courage Under Fire (c. by War Front). Winner at 2 in IRE, placed at 3 in DEN, $77,019 (USA), 2nd Keeneland Phoenix S. [G1].

I'll Take Charge (f. by Indian Charlie). See above.

Army Scout (g. by War Front). 3 wins at 3 and 5, 2021, $74,320(USA).

Conquering (f. by War Front). Winner at 3, $13,650.
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Love Pegasus (c. by Fusaichi Pegasus). 2 wins at 3 in ENG, $12,138 (USA).
Elarose (f. by Storm Cat). Placed at 3, $15,417. Dam of--

Intelligence (g. by Shakespeare). 4 wins at 3 and 5, $109,504, 3rd New York Derby -R (FL, $16,075).

3rd dam
Felicita, by Rubiano. Unraced. Half-sister to Zarbyev ($57,348 (USA), 3rd Thanksgiving H. (FG, $2,340), etc., sire), Northern Tryst ($51,675 (USA), 3rd Middle Park S. [G1]). Dam of--

TAKE CHARGE LADY (f. by Dehere). Black type winner, see above.
COMMENDATION (g. by Capote). 7 wins, 2 to 6, $315,738, Bourbon County S. [L] (KEE, $69,936), 2nd Jersey Derby [G3] (MTH, $20,000), Paterson S. (MED, $12,000), Stanton S. (DEL, $10,900), 3rd Kent Breders’ Cup S. [G3] (DEL, $27,500), Dave Feldman S. (GP, $7,293).

EVENTAIL (f. by Lear Fan). 5 wins at 3 and 5, $300,895, Mount Vernon H. -R (BEL, $50,475), New York Oaks -R (FL, $36,000), 2nd Honey Bee H. [G3], Ticonderoga H. -R (BEL, $30,000).

=STRONG SOUTHER (JPN) (c. by =Heart’s Cry (JPN)). 9 wins, 2 to 7 in JPN, $1,317,702 (USA), Saga Kinen [LR], Mercury Cup [LR], 3rd Saga Kinen [LR], Hakusan Daishoten [LR].

STRAIGHT STORY (c. by Giant's Causeway). 7 wins, 2 to 5, $736,393(USA), Autumn S. [G2] (WO, $90,000(CAN)), Fort Marcy S. [G3] (BEL, $60,000), West Point S. -R (SAR, $60,000), 2nd Jamaica H. [G1] (BEL, $60,000), Virginia Derby [G2] (CNL, $144,000), etc.

=Mobile (JPN) (c. by =Heart’s Cry (JPN)). 3 wins at 3 and 6 in JPN, $774,378 (USA), 3rd Sapporo Nikkei Open [LR].

Tulipmania (f. by Empire Maker). 3 wins, 3 to 5, $143,796. Dam of--

Market Bubble (g. by Fed Biz). Winner at 2 and 4, placed at 5, 2021, $102,478, 3rd Central Park S. (AQU, $12,000).


Fryers Well (g. by Awesome Again). 6 wins at 6 and 7, $60,542.


Uplifting (f. by Dehere). Placed at 2 and 3, $32,120. Producer.

White Hill (g. by A.P. Indy). Placed at 3, $19,305.

Jessi Take Charge (f. by War Chant). Unraced. Dam of--

Northern Giant (c. by Giant's Causeway). 3 wins at 3 and 4, $301,255, 2nd Lane's End S. [G2] (TP, $97,000), 3rd Risen Star S. [G2] (FG, $30,000).

4th dam
Grand Bonheur, by Blushing Groom (FR). 2 wins at 3, $22,420. Half-sister to GOD’S MARK ($53,385 (USA), Matt Gallagher Sprint S., etc.). Dam of 6 winners, including--


Northern Tryst (c. by Northern Baby). 4 wins, 2 to 6 in ENG and NA , $51,675 (USA), 3rd Middle Park S. [G1].

Comito (f. by Compliance). 11 wins, 3 to 6, $96,149.

Mi Louisa (f. by Mi Selecto). 6 wins, 2 to 4, $111,296, 2nd Jersey Lilly H. (HOU, $7,000).

Felicia (f. by Rubiano). See above.

She's Got Class (f. by Trempolino). Unplaced.

CHAMBERLAIN BRIDGE (g. by War Chant). 19 wins, 3 to 8, $1,953,016(USA), Breeders' Cup Turf Sprint [G2] (CD, $540,000), Aegon Turf Sprint S. [G3] (CD, $68,538), Turf Monster H. [L] (PHA, $150,000) twice, Pennsylvania Governor’s Cup H. [L] (PEN, $108,800), Woodford S. [L] (KEE, $93,000), etc.

RACE RECORD for Charge It: At 2, unraced; at 3, 2022, one win, once 2nd in 2 starts. Earned $42,400.